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The reengineering of the conventional clearing and settlement systems in Hong Kong using 
blockchain technology presents an exciting opportunity to reduce the time it takes to clear 
and settle the exchange of financial assets, while at the same time reducing the number of 
single points of failure in the system architecture.

THE ADVANTAGES OF DISTRIBUTED LEDGER TECHNOLOGY 

Elimination of Intermediaries
No centralised entities are needed to facilitate processes as smart contracts 
warehouse process logic. 

Safer Communication
Encrypted messages and the application of the hash function at record keeping 
level ensures communication is safe and trustworthy.

Reduced Single Point of Failures
A decentralised private distributed network increases the robustness of the system 
and ensures its continuous operation without interruption.

DISTRIBUTED LEDGER TECHNOLOGY IN CLEARING 

AND SETTLEMENT IN HONG KONG

When applied to securities settlement in Hong Kong, DLT allows the disintermediation 
of both the clearinghouse and Hong Kong’s real time gross settlement system, 
the Clearing House Automated Transfer System (CHATS).

Simpler Transaction Process
The clearinghouse would no longer operate the central securities depository, 
as the blockchain would incorporate a record of securities ownership, 
and the elimination of novation would mean that a temporary depository 
for securities would no longer be needed.

Elimination of Delays to Clearing and Settlement 
Delays introduced by batch runs at the clearinghouse, as a consequence of netting, 
and by batch runs in CHATS would be eliminated as trades would be settled 
on a trade by trade basis.

No Collateral Requirements
As the settlement duration would be compressed from T+2 to T+Now, 
no collateral would need to be posted to mitigate settlement risk. 

Easier Regulatory Reporting
The regulator would have access to information of settled trades, unique beneficiary owner 
and money trail on real-time basis, significantly enhancing anti-money laundering efforts.

THE APPLICATION OF DISTRIBUTED LEDGER TECHNOLOGY IN HONG KONG
While trading activity has become increasingly high-speed and digitalised in recent years, the 
settlement of trades can still take days, exposing banks to the risk that their trading partners could 
become insolvent during the period after a trade is executed but before it is settled. Distributed 
ledger technology (DLT) could be used to reduce settlement risk by introducing a peer-to-peer 
network in place of the centralised clearing and settlement systems in place in Hong Kong today. 
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